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Abstract — Totally Integrated Automation (TIA) is an open 

system architecture that offers a unique level of integration in the 

manufacturing environment. It ensures the perfect interplay of 

all automation components used including: operator interfaces, 

controllers, communication devices, sensors and drives, all of 

which are programmed from a centralized software environment 

[1]. In this paper, a coupled tank system is presented as an 

educational aid intended to expose engineering students to 

standard engineering techniques and principles including: system 

modeling, process control, instrumentation, PID control and data 

acquisition. The modern TIA approach is adopted throughout all 

experimentation. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 Over the past three decades, major advancements in 
manufacturing technology have driven industries around the 
world to new heights in terms of their ability to meet the ever 
growing consumer demand [2]. However, in order to keep 
competitive advantage, industries need to continually find 
innovative ways to reduce manufacturing costs while 
continuing to maintain production outputs. Essentially, an 
industry that has the ability to make processes faster, more 
flexible, more efficient and above all, more cost effective [3] is 
in a better position, economically, than those that do not.  

 Totally Integrated Automation (TIA) is characterized by its 
unique level of integration at all levels from production to 
corporate management. TIA is an open system architecture that 
is designed to make interconnectivity of machines, sensors, 
controllers and Human Machine Interfaces (HMI’s) as simple 
as possible, thus reducing the cost of plant expansion, 
modification and maintenance. All of these advantages serve to 
produce higher productivity and lower life cycle costs. Because 
TIA makes use of a common database, all software tools can 
work together seamlessly, thus minimizing potential sources of 
error.  Currently, Siemens is the only supplier to offer a 
comprehensive range of products and automation systems that 
work hand in hand in this way [1]. 

In this paper, an educational coupled-tank-system is presented 
that makes use of the TIA approach from Siemens. The system 

is designed to work in various configurations that not only 
allow different principles to be taught without having to 
continually purchase additional equipment but also ensures the 
originality of results amongst students. The coupled tank plant 
also leaves room for further development and research [4]. In 
the subsequent sections, the tank system is mathematically 
modeled and described. Emphasis is given to the design 
objectives and the educational aspects of the plant.  

 

 

Figure 1: Completed coupled tank system 
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II. BACKGROUND OF MECHATRONIC LABORATORY TOOLS 

A. Importance of Educational aids in Engineering 

One of the problems encountered in engineering education 

has been to provide not only a strong theoretical foundation 

but also a practical one. To this end, many engineering 

subjects offered in colleges and universities have a 

compulsory practical component that makes use of some sort 

of ‘hardware’ simulation system that is meant to familiarize 

the student with relevant industrial equipment, techniques and 

processes. In essence, the expanding implementation of 

sensors, actuators and digital control across all engineering 

systems suggests that students need a broad-spectrum 

mechatronic perspective [5]. Consequently, numerous 

engineering institutions around the world have adopted active 

learning strategies that include formal lecturing, tutorials, 

group laboratories and individual design projects [4]. In 

engineering education, software simulation has also been used 

extensively to provide illustrations of systems that are not 

easily visualized perhaps due to their cost or complexity. 

Simulation allows a wide range of tests to be performed and is 

often used as a pre-lab experience to give students an idea of 

what they will experience in an actual experiment. However, it 

has been proven that simulation alone is not enough to give 

students a strong sense of confidence in solving real world 

problems [6]. Another critical aspect of practical engineering 

education is the laying out of clear objectives in order to give 

students a good picture of what they will actually be learning 

in relation to the core theoretical content. Ignoring the 

objectives is as good as ignoring the actual practical [7].  

Countless cost effective ‘Mechatronic’ type labs have been 

developed by engineering institutions in light of the points 

already discussed. These labs include conveyor systems for 

materiel handling, robotic arms with grippers, stacking 

systems and steering applications just to name a few. The aim 

of most of these labs is to give students maximum exposure to 

modern electrical and computing technologies whilst taking up 

the least amount of lab space [8].    

B. Coupled Tank Systems 

In both the manufacturing and process industries, the control 

of the level as well as the flow of fluid between tanks is a 

common problem. Sometimes, depending on the specific 

nature of the process involved, liquids may need to be pumped 

out of one tank and then stored in various other tanks. Some of 

these tanks may be directly or indirectly coupled and hence 

have some influence on each other. The different tanks may 

then responsible for different processes. For example, fluids 

may be heated in one tank, pumped to another tank where they 

are treated and passed to yet another tank where they are 

mixed. The variety of processes that involve tank systems are 

numerous but are most commonly found in: 

 Petro-chemical industries 

 Pharmaceutical industries 

 Paper making industries 

 Water treatment industries  

 

The common factor in all tank systems is the flow of fluid 

between the tanks as well as the level of fluid in the tanks 

which needs to be continually monitored and regulated in the 

safest possible way [9]. Major tank related catastrophes have 

occurred around the world not only because of the lack of 

appropriate fail-safe mechanisms but also because of the lack 

of system integration between controllers, machines, sensors 

and actuators. Simply put, having too many isolated systems 

increases the amount of maintenance required and makes it 

more difficult to locate potential hazards. Dutta [10], for 

example, describes how a pesticide factory in Bhopal, India 

failed to keep a highly toxic chemical called MIC isolated 

from water which was stored in a nearby reserve tank. When 

MIC comes in to contact with water, the reaction is nothing 

short of violent. To make matters worse, numerous 

instruments had failed or otherwise plainly went unnoticed. 

This allowed the tank pressure and temperature to rise out of 

control. Consequently a violent explosion occurred that 

released highly toxic gasses in to the atmosphere and 

thousands of innocent lives were lost as a result. However, by 

‘practically’ emphasizing the need for system integration as 

well as safe or standard engineering practices at a tertiary 

level, many disasters may yet be averted. 

 

Small-scale tank systems have been used in the laboratory 

environment for educational and research purposes for a long 

time. Various standard industrial level and flow control 

methods have been implemented; however, as far as can be 

determined, none of these make use of the TIA methodology. 

In [4], Alvarado et al. discusses a ‘PLC controlled’ quadruple 

tank system that was developed at the University of Seville. 

The objective of the design was to provide maximum 

flexibility to the plant to allow for easy re-configuration in 

order to attain various different processes from the same plant. 

The plant can thus be used to demonstrate multiple control 

aspects including: 

 Control of multivariable systems 

 Robust control 

 State estimation 

 Tracking of constant references 

 Control of systems subject to constraints 

 

Room is also left for further research. Saco et al. [6] describes 

an educational system consisting of three coupled tanks used 

in Automatic Control courses. By adjusting the relevant valve, 

single, dual or triple tank configurations are possible. Students 

design their control strategy in Matlab/ Simulink and can 

implement them directly on a real time control board. No 

special programming or debugging is required. Accordingly, 

the learning process becomes more effective if the students 

can use the same well-known environment to implement the 

real controller. 

  



III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MODELLING  

A. Layout of the designed Dual Tank System 

The developed coupled tank system shown completed in 

Figure 1 is a visually appealing and robust mobile ‘trolley-

type’ system composed of two Perspex tanks coupled together 

by means of two manually actuated valves. Each tank also has 

its own manual drain valve (see Figure 2 below) that allows 

the water to be released in to the stainless steel reservoir 

beneath the tanks. 
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Figure 2: Tank Coupling 

 

The system includes two Siemens SITRANS LC300 level 

sensors, two Siemens SITRANS TH100 temperature sensors, 

a standard kettle heating element and a pump. These specific 

devices were chosen because of their small size and operating 

range, but also to fulfill the requirements for TIA. Figure 3 

shows the layout of the dual tank system. 
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Figure 3: Tank system layout 

 

Table 1 lists each component of the tank system shown in 

Figure 3. Notably, the design and layout of the tank system 

allows a number of different processes to be simulated by 

students in their laboratory tasks. Some of these processes are 

detailed in section IV. The coupled tank system on the whole 

was designed to be capable of the following:  

 Variable speed drive control  

 Variable flow rates  

 Continuous level measurement of water  

 Heating capability  

 Continuous temperature measurement  

 HMI variable monitoring and control  

 Complete integration of PLC, level sensory, motor 

control, heating actuator and HMI 

From a control systems point of view, the coupled tank system 

offers the following capabilities:  

 Open and closed loop water level control of both 

tanks  

 Open and closed loop water temperature control  

  

Table 1: Tank System Description 

Symbol Description Symbol Description 

A 
Temperature Sensor 

(SITRANS TH100) 
E Outlet valve 

B 
Level Sensor 

(SITRANS LVL100) 
F Reservoir 

C Pump G Transfer valve 

D Heating Element   

 

In order to save space and improve aesthetics, the pump is 

placed behind the electrical board in the lower level of the 

trolley. All piping used is 1 inch piping. This size is sufficient 

to maintain the minimum flow rates required. The inlet pipe 

shown in Figure 2 runs directly from the pump which is 

directly connected to the bottom of the reservoir. The inlet 

pipe runs through the top of the first tank and down to just 

above the heating element. The reason it cannot hang at the 

top of the tank is because water falling from a distance would 

cause disturbances which would compromise the ability of the 

level sensors to accurately read the water level. Finally, two 1 

inch overflow pipes are positioned at the top of the tanks 

which return water to the reservoir in the case of an accidental 

overflow. 

B. Component Selection, Interconnection and Programming 

The Simatic S7-1200 PLC is the control platform used in 

the tank system. It is engineered to provide an easy to use, 

integrated programmable platform that is powerful and 

modular. The strength of the S7-1200 lays in its ease of 

configuration and connectivity to other devices such as HMI’s, 

drives and sensors. Figure 4 shows how the Tank System’s 

programmable devices are interconnected over Profinet. 

Profinet is the open industrial Ethernet standard of Profibus 

and uses TCP/IP and normal IT standards.   
 

The tank system also has a few control buttons, panel 

lamps and a potentiometer that can be programmed along with 

the HMI to provide operator control and monitoring 

capability. The software used to program the PLC and HMI is 

SIMATIC Step 7 basic, based on TIA. Standard industrial 

pannel wiring techniques including clear labling and electrical 

protection are applied to make the system as safe as possible 

and easy to troubleshoot should anything go wrong (see Figure 

5). 
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Figure 4: Network structure of Tank system 

 

 
Figure 5: Electrical panl layout and wiring 

 

C. Single Tank Configuration 

As already mentioned, the tank system can be used in a 

single or dual tank configuration. For a single tank 

configuration, the system model is determined from the liquid 

flow rate ‘q1’ entering the tank and the liquid flow rate ‘q2’ 

exiting the tank through the valve [9].  
 

 
Figure 6: Single tank configuration 

 

 

 

(1) 

Where: ‘A’ is the cross-sectional area of the tank.  

The flow rate ‘q2’ can also be described by the equation 

below: 

 

      

  (2) 

Where ‘a’ is the cross section area of the orifice and ‘Cd’ is 

the discharge coefficient of the valve. This coefficient takes 

into account all fluid characteristics and losses in the valve.  

Combining these equations above reveals the mathematical 

model that will be used to describe the single tank system 

behaviour. 

 

     

     (3) 

 

The resulting transfer function in the continuous domain is 

given as:  

 

     

    (4) 

 

Where R is the fluid valve resistance and C is the capacitance: 

 

 

    

    (5) 

 

And R1*C1 = T1 which is the systems time constant. 

D. Coupled Tank Configuration 

The control targets for a coupled tank system are the tank 

levels ‘h1’ and ‘h2’. The systems’ input will remain as ‘q1’. 

The variable to be controlled in this scenario is the height ‘h2’ 

in Tank 2 (See Figure 7) [9]. Disturbances can be caused by 

valve ‘b’ (the coupling valve) or by valve ‘c’ which is the 

release valve from Tank 2. The system to be modeled is 

shown in Figure 7 below: 

 

 
Figure 7: Coupled tank Configuration 

 

 

The first step is to describe the flow from Tank 1 to Tank 2: 

  

 

  

     (6) 

 

Where: ‘q2’ is now the flow between Tank 1 and Tank 2 

through valve ‘b’.  

  

Tank 1 Tank 2 



The tank 2 flow balance equation is therefore given as:  

 

 

     

     (7) 

 

Equation (3), used to describe the single tank level control 

now changes to: 

 

 

    

     (8) 

 

The mathematical model for the coupled tank system can now 

be written as follows: 

 

 

   

     (9) 

 

It is important to note that (7) is a non-linear approximation 

for the coupled tank system and cannot be used directly in 

designing linear controllers. To design the control system for 

the tank system the non-linear equations need to be linearized 

by considering small variations in ‘q1’, ‘h1’ and ‘h2’. These 

variations correspond to the system set points h1 and h2 

respectively.  

 

The final transfer function used to describe the coupled tank 

configuration is give as:  

 

 

    

    (10) 

 

Where:  

 

     

    (11) 

  

IV. COUPLED TANK LABORATORY TASKS 

 

A number of practical tasks were designed for the 

developed coupled tank system in order to teach various 

principles. Apart from having to model the system and 

simulate it in Matlab, students were given tasks based on 

existing real life industrial applications. Tasks include:    

1) Bottle washer application: Students assigned this task 

must control the temperature of the water in a single 

tank (Either Tank 1 or Tank 2), whilst continuously 

ensuring that the tank never overflows.  

2) Chemical dosing application:  Students assigned this 

task must control the temperature of the water in both 

tanks whilst continuously ensuring that the tank never 

overflows.  

3) Tank level control: Students must maintain the tank 

level in either tank by using PID control. The tank 

may not exceed certain specified ‘high’ or ‘low’ 

limits even under stringent testing conditions.   

On completion of these tasks, students must be able to: 

 Model and simulate real systems 

 Determine characteristic curves of input sensors and 

actuators using data recording and analysis 

techniques 

 Perform static and dynamic data analysis 

 Determine the overall process uncertainty 

 Design and implement a variety of controllers [11] 

 Use safe/ standard programming principles  

 Develop a monitoring and control interface using a 

HMI 

Figure 8 shows a sample calibration plot that the students must 
determine practically in order to convert sensor input signals in 
to equivalent millimeter readings. A similar calibration 
technique is required for accurate temperature measurement. 
Students are also tasked with creating a HMI that displays the 
different sensor readings and also allows for parameter changes 
to be made to plant variables (see Figure 9 and 10). Safety 
through good programming practices, particularly interlocking 
is emphasized in the assessment criteria. Marking penalties are 
given in cases where safety has been overlooked or 
compromised.  
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Figure 8: Tank 1 level sensor calibration plot 

 

One additional benefit of using TIA (as offered by Siemens) is 

that it provides an integrated solution for controller monitoring 

and tuning. The software also allows users to manipulate 

system data and arrange it in meaningful ways. Data 

manipulation in this manner allows plant engineers to 

continually analyze a systems performance and hence keep 

improving it.  

  



 

Figure 9: Student-designed HMI screen showing various 
sensor values 

 

 
Figure 10: HMI displaying real-time plant response 

 

V. C ONCLUSION 

 In this paper, a coupled tank system developed for 

educational purposes is reviewed. Although many variations 

of such systems exist in the educational realm today, none 

make use of the TIA approach. System integration is, with 

little doubt, the future of the manufacturing and process 

industries; hence it must find its place in practical engineering 

education. The developed tank system has successfully been 

used by three classes of final year Mechatronic students at the 

Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in Port Elizabeth, 

South Africa as part of their practical curriculum. The tank 

system has successfully met all its design and educational 

objectives. It is a robust system and has ‘survived’ extensive 

use by students. It is easy to handle, easy to move about and is 

able to give a broad practical understanding of industrial 

processes. Its re-configurable design also means that work 

submitted by students’ remains original. The tank system may 

also be used for further research in to various futuristic control 

schemes including MPC (Model Predictive Control) and NN 

(Neural Network) control [12] through a PLC connection to 

Matlab/ Simulink.   
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